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                                GEOLOGY & THE BIBLICAL FLOOD                                                                    S2

I. KEY THOUGHTS                                                                                                                                                          S3
  

1. As Geology develops, it shifts the understanding of God’s action in the world                                                                                   S4

       increase in understanding natural mechanisms º decrease in God-of-the-Gaps

       decrease in Cosmological Interventionism º increase in Cosmological Providentialism

              K Science IMPACTS Religion’s understanding of divine action 

   
2. As Geology develops, it shifts the interpretation of the Biblical Flood Account (Gen 6-9)                                    S5

       increase in understanding natural mechanisms º decrease in Scientific Concordism

       decrease in worldwide (global) flood interpretations º increase in local flood interpretations

              K Science IMPACTS Religion’s understanding of the Bible 

  
3. Logic of the Science-of-the-Day                                                                                                                      S6

       everyone thinks within their “Intellectual Tool Box”
           very rational considering their limited knowledge

4. Pattern & Process in Science                                                                                                                           S7

       Pattern (observation) is discovered FIRST

             fossil pattern in the strata (layers) of the earth’s crust

       Process (mechanism) is discovered AFTERWARD

             17  century geologists believed Noah’s worldwide flood produced the strata.  EG Newtonth

             natural mechanisms were only understood in the 19  centuryth

II. BIBLICAL TEXTS ON THE FLOOD                                                                                                   S8
        

  Old Testament                                                                                                                                                       S9

       Biblical Flood Account  (Gen 6:9-9:29)                         
1.  “600  year of Noah’s life, 17  day of 2  month ... The waters rose and increased greatly th th nd

                    on the earth, and the ark floated on the surface of the water. They rose greatly on the earth,

                    and all the high mountains under the heavens were covered. The waters rose and covered

                    the mountains to a depth of more that 15 cubits (20 ft). Every living thing that moved                        S10

                    on the earth perished––birds, livestock, wild animals, all the creatures that swarm over the

                    earth, and all mankind ... Only Noah was left, and those with him in the ark ... The water 

                    receded steadily from the earth ... the ark came to rest on the mountains of Ararat. The  

                    waters continued to recede ... until the tops of the  mountains became visible ... 

                    601  year of Noah’s life by the 27  day of the 2  month the earth was completely dry.”st th nd

                                                                                                                      Gen 7:11, 18-21, 23; 8:3-5, 13-14

                               COMMENTS:                                                                                                                                    S11

                                   C worldwide flood & lasted 1 year

                                              all of life was destroyed

                                              flood was above the Ararat Mountains º  like the Rockies (12-16,000 ft)  
     

                                   C little reference to flood in the Old Testament outside Gen 6-9                                          S12
   

                                   C 60% of Americans believe in a worldwide flood (2004 ABC TV Poll)

                                               87%  Evangelical Protestants & 44% Roman Catholics

                                                         Gen 6-9 “literally true, meaning it happened that way word-for-word”
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   New Testament                                                                                                                                                     S2

       Flood is a historical & worldwide event
            used as a warning (eg, 1 Pet  3:18-21; 2 Pet 2:5, 3:3-7). See SQ 1-5
   

2.  Jesus: “As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man                                             S3

                                [ie, 2  coming of Jesus]. For in the days before the flood people were eating andnd

                                drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark; 

                                 and they knew nothing about what would happen until the flood came and took 

                                 them all away. That is how it will be at the coming of the Son of Man.”     

                                                                                                                         Matt 24:36-39  (also Lk 17:26-27)

                                         COMMENTS:                                                                                                                                                                S4

                                               Jesus spoke as if Noah, the ark & the flood were historical
    

                                         QUESTIONS                                                                                                                              

                                               was Jesus’ intention to affirm that the flood was historical? 

                                                        OR 

                                               to reveal a Message of Faith about rampant sin before his 2  Coming?nd

   

                                         MORE QUESTIONS                                                                                                                  S5

                                               was Jesus using the history-of-the-day (worldwide flood) in a way similar

                                                to his use of the science-of-the-day (mustard seed)?

                                                          K was Jesus ACCOMMODATING?                                                           

        

   CONCLUSION:  Biblical Texts on the Flood                                                                                                                                       S6

       1. The flood in Scripture is viewed as a real, historical & worldwide event
  

       2. The flood account is self-authenticating                                                                                                                                                                                   S7

                  no need to defend its reality
                  no appeal to non-biblical sources or scientific evidence
             
   

III. BRIEF HISTORY OF GEOLOGY & THE BIBLICAL FLOOD                                                                                                                     S8

  A. THE EARLY CHURCH & THE FLOOD   (to 500 AD/CE)                                                                                                S9

            Preamble: The Rise of Apologetics                                                                                                                                          S10

                   Apologetics

                         DEF: the use rational arguments to defend the truthfulness of Christian Faith

                                   due to the impact of critical thinking on Christianity

                                         caused a shift in attitude toward non-biblical information (eg science) 
  

                         3.  Clement of Alexandria  (150-215)                                                                                                                  S11

                                  Some Christians “do not wish to touch either philosophy or logic; nay more, they 

                                   do not wish to learn science [Latin scientia: knowledge in general]. They demand

                                   bare faith alone ... [But] the truly learned [Christian] brings everything to bear on

                                   the truth; so that, from geometry, and music, and grammar, and philosophy itself,

                                   culling what is useful, he guards the faith against assault ... And he who brings 

                                   everything to bear on a right life, procuring examples from the Greeks and 

                                   barbarians, this man is an experienced searcher after the truth, and in reality a 

                                   man of much counsel.”     

                                                                                           Clement of Alexandria, Stromata in A. Roberts & J. Donaldson, eds
                                                                                                     Ante-Nicene Fathers, 10 vols. (Eerdmans, 1962), II:309. (1:9)
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                                              COMMENTS:                                                                                                                                       S2

                                                   C rejects fideism             Latin fides: faith                                       Notes 38

                                                          DEF: religious truth rests ONLY on faith, not reason. 

                                                                    aka  the ‘Just Believe Argument’
  

                                                   C accepts the practice of apologetics

                                                          using non-biblical information “guards the faith against assault”  
  

                                                   C no Christian “ghettoisation” of knowledge                                                                                                                                           S3

                                                          no preaching-to-the-choir-Bible-school mentality

                                          “procuring examples from the Greeks and barbarians”
  

                                                   C critical mindset is a characteristic of the “truly learned” Christian 

                                                          Jesus’ 1  Commandment:  st

                                                                     K love God with out mind (Matt 22:37)

         Flood Scholarship (Apologetics)                                                                                                                                                                                  S4

             critical thinking leads to questions regarding:

                 (1) landing site of ark (2) size of ark (3) extent of the flood (4) redistribution of animals

             1. Landing Site of the Ark                                                                                                                                                        S5

                      much disagreement
                          BUT no one doubted there was a site
                                   the flood was viewed as a real, historical, worldwide event
   

                      Epiphanius   (315-403)                                                                                                                                                                        S6

                           4.  “Do you seriously suppose that we are unable to prove our point, when even to this

                                  day the remains of Noah’s Ark are shown in the country of the Kurds (Gordians)?” 

                                                                                                                                   JW Montgomery, The Quest for Noah’s Ark 

                                                COMMENTS:                                                                 (Bethany Fellowship, 1972), 72-73

                                                accepts historicity of flood
                                                notice the word “prove”
   

                      John Chrysostom   (345-407)                                                                                                                                       S7

                           5. “Have you heard of the Flood––of that universal destruction? That was not just a 

                                 threat, was it? Did it not really come to pass––was not this mighty work carried 

                                 out? Do not the mountains of Armenia testify to it, where the Ark rest? And are 

                                 not the  remains of the Ark preserved to this very day for our admonition?”  Ibid.
  

                                                COMMENTS:
                                                accepts historicity of flood
                                                “universal destruction” º  worldwide flood

             2. Size of the Ark                                                                                                                                                                       S8

                      skeptics doubted the ark was large enough
  

                      Apelles the Marcionite   (2  century)                          nd

                           6. “In no way was it possible to receive, in so brief a space, so many kinds of animals 

                                 and their foods, which would be sufficient for a whole year.”                                       
                                                                                          In Origen, Homilies on Genesis & Exodus, RE Heine, trans.
                                                                                                               Fathers of the Church, v 71 (Catholic U Press, 1982), 76

                                                COMMENTS:                                                                                                                                                                           S9 

                                                Size of Ark in Gen 6:15

                                                       300 long X 50 wide X 30 high cubits       cubit = 18 inches

                                                       150 X 25 X 15 yards

                                                               ark could fit inside a football stadium
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                                                Response to the Skeptics:                                                                                                                 S2

                                                       C used Egyptian Cubit (square of ordinary cubit)

                                                              therefore the Ark is 22,500 X 625 X 225 yards

                                                                   K thinking within their “Intellectual Tool Box”

             3. Extent of the Flood                                                                                                                                                                                                            S3

                      nearly unanimous agreement that the flood was worldwide

                           scientific evidence  º MARINE FOSSILS on the tops of mountains
   

                      Procopius of Gaza   (465-538)                                                                                                                  S4

                           7. “It can be shown clearly in many other ways that a universal flood came upon

                                the earth ... these things were explained by Moses [traditional author of the Book

                                of Genesis]. For even today in mountains that are lofty and difficult to climb,

                                marine remains are found; this is, shells and fragments of tortoise shells and 

                                other such things, which even ourselves have seen.”         D Young, The Biblical Flood 
                                                                                                                                                                  (Eerdmanns, 1995), 26

                                                COMMENTS:                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                 “universal flood”  º worldwide

                                            QUESTION

                                                 what would you have thought seeing fish bones at the top of mountains?

             4. Redistribution of the Animals after the Flood                                                                                                                                         S5

                      problem emerged regarding distant islands  º Azores & Canary Islands 

                           how did animals get there after a worldwide flood?   
   

                      St. Augustine   (354-430)                                                                                                                                       S6

                           regarded as the most important theologian in Christianity

                                    Roman Catholics call him “THE theologian”

                                    Protestant Reformers Luther & Calvin were steeped in St. Augustine’s theology 

    

                           8. “A question arises how wild animals, propagated by ordinary mating, like                                      S7

                                 wolves and the rest, can be found on the islands far at sea, unless those which

                                 were destroyed by the Flood were replaced by others descended from the animals,

                                 male and female, which were saved in the ark. (There is no problem in regard to

                                 domestic animals or to those  which, like frogs, spring directly from the soil.) 
            

                    [1] One hypothesis is that they swam to some islands, but only to those that                                                 S8 

                                        were near. But there are some islands so far from the continental mainland 

                                        that it seems impossible that any of the animals could have swum there.
  

                    [2] Of course, there is nothing incredible in the supposition that men captured                                         S9

                                        the animals and took them with them and bred them for the sake of hunting.
        

                    [3] Another possibility is that, by the command or permission of God and with                            S10

                                        the help of angels, the animals could have been transferred to the islands.  

  

                    [4] Another hypothesis would be that they sprang up from the earth, as they                                                  S11

                                        sprang up in the beginning when God said: ‘Let the earth produce a living

                                        soul’ [Gen 1: 24].”                                               St. Augustine, City of God (426) 16.7 
                                                                                                                                            GG Walsh et al (Doubleday, 1958), 364
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                                                COMMENTS:                                                                                                                                                                           S2

                                                St. Augustine is thinking within his “intellectual tool box”                        

                                                     C very logical 
                                                            “One hypothesis, . . . Another hypothesis”
       

                                                     C science (biology)-of-the-day                                                                                                                                                              S3

                                                              spontaneous generation: “frogs, spring directly from the soil”
       

                                                     C God or angels-of-the-gaps                                                                                                                                                                                        S4

                                                              to transport animals to distant islands º Interventionism
       

                                                     C scientific concordism                                                                                                                                                                                S5

                                                               AUGUSTINE’S SEED PRINCIPLES THEORY                         S6

                                                                      God initially created a world with seeds of different animals 

                                                                              termed: rationes seminales

                                                                      these seeds then sprouted like plants into the various animals

                                                                              K 1-seed theory of reproduction 
   

                                                               Augustine appeals to the 6  Day of Creation:                                       S7th

                                                                      “God said, ‘Let the LAND produce living creatures 

                                                                        according to their kinds: livestock, creatures that move 

                                                                        along the ground, and wild animals.’”                Gen 1:24
   
  

                                                               Hypothesis [4]                                                                                                S8 
                                                                      Augustine theorizes that some animal seeds landed on 

                                                                       distant islands after the flood, and they sprouted to become 

                                                                       the animals of those islands

                                                                              K scientific concordism & biology-of-the-day
   
  

Excursus: St. Augustine, Adam, Original Sin, and Ancient Biology                                                                      S9

   Doctrine of Original Sin                                                                                                                                                                  S10

        formulated by St. Augustine around 400 AD/CE
  

             Two Foundational Beliefs:
                   (1) first sin committed by Adam
                            a real man & the first man in history
                   (2) sin transferred from Adam to ALL humans
                            ALL humans descend from Adam
   

        Therefore:                                                                                                                                                                            S11

              historical Adam is entrenched in Roman Catholic & Protestant Christianity
  

         BUT                                                                                                                                                                                                       S12

              St. Augustine accepted Ancient Biology º spontaneous generation

                                                                                     Seed Principles Theory

        QUESTION                                                                                                                                                          

              is Augustine’s historical Adam based on an ancient biology of human origins?                                                                                               S13

  
  

      CONCLUSION: The Early Church & the Flood                                                                                                                            S14

           1. the biblical flood was viewed as a REAL historical & worldwide event
  

           2. flood scholarship (apologetics) emerged & used non-biblical information                                                                            S15

                   eg marine fossils on the tops of mountains
  

           3. God & angels-of-the-gaps was a mechanism to explain the physical world                                S16

                   eg  transport animals to distant islands after flood
 

           4. scientific & historical concordism characterized the hermeneutics of Gen 6-9                                                                                                S17
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  B. THE MIDDLE AGES & THE FLOOD   (500-1450)                                                                                                              S2

          limited advances in scholarship & no new issues raised regarding the flood

          debate continued regarding the landing site of Noah’s ark                                                                               S3 H25
   

          Muslims now part of the debate º Muhammad (570-632)                                                                                 S4
 

                THE KORAN & CREATION IN 6 DAYS

                      9.  “Throned above the waters, God made the heavens and the earth in six days, to find

                              out which of you shall best acquit himself.”                                                 Hud 11:7

                                             COMMENT:                                                              
                                                  reflects ancient astronomy with God above the heavenly sea                                                                      S5 H83
  

                THE KORAN & NOAH’S FLOOD   (Hud  11:21-46)                                                                                                                                   S6

                      basically the biblical story with a twist:
                             Noah’s son climbs a mountain to save himself, but he drowns
                      NB:                                                                                                                                                              S7

                             Re-Cycle & Re-Interpret an account is common in the ancient world  (more anon)
       

  C. THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD & THE FLOOD   (1450-1750)                                                                                        S8

            two factors impacted flood scholarship: 1. discovery of the new world

                                                                                                                2. rise of modern science
   

        1. New World Discoveries                                                                                                                                                           S9

                  C oceans were immensely large
                         Problems: source & sink of flood water
                                                where did it come from & where did it go?  
                                           animal migration 
                                                 how did they travel great distances across oceans to get to & from the ark?
  

                  C countless new species                                                                                                                                                               S10

                         Problem: how did they all fit in the ark?
   

                  C Flood Accounts around the world                                                                                                                                                                                 S11 H28

                         Not a Problem!
                              used in apologetics to prove the reality of a global flood
   

                              Argument:
                                  C global flood destroyed everyone except Noah & his family in the ark                                                                                     S12
    

                                  C entire world was repopulated from Noah’s 3 sons                                                                            S13

                                         10.  “The sons of Noah who came out of the ark were Shem, Ham & Japheth ...

                                                  from them came the people who were scattered over the earth.” Gen 9:18-19
  

                                  C ORAL account of the flood is passed down to everyone                                                 S14

                                           easy to modify into different versions because it was in an oral form

                                                    BUT the main idea (motif) remained intact  

                                                              K a worldwide flood & some people with animals saved in a boat  
   

        2. Rise of Modern Science                                                                                                                                                                               S15
    

                 11. “Toward the end of the Middle Ages ... scholars gradually broke with the reigning

                           assumption that the surest knowledge of the created world was derived deductively 

                           from first principles [eg, Aristotle’s works] and turned instead to exploration, 

                           experiment, and observation for clues to its true nature [ie induction]. Powerful 

                           mathematical tools helped observers to explain and predict a broad range of physical 

                           motion and helped  give rise to a vision of the cosmos as a great machine designed 

                           and maintained by God ...  
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                           In doing so, it was not their intent to challenge biblical authority or to diminish                                                                 S2

                           God’s role in creation. They were simply trying to view the divine creative activity

                           in a new way, premised on the assumption that within the context of the physical 

                           world God typically acts in and through describable secondary mechanical

                           causes [natural processes].”                                                            Young, Biblical Flood, 43-44         

                                           COMMENTS:                                                                    

                                                 shift in understanding God’s activity in the world                                                                                                                                                                                                                   S3

                                                     scientific mindset º looks for natural causes 

                                                             increase in understanding natural mechanisms 

                                                             decrease in God-of-the-Gaps (Cosmological Interventionism)
     

                                                 NOT an anti-God movement                                                                                                                                                                                   S4

                                                      most scientists were Christians                                            

                                                             natural processes seen as “designed & maintained by God”
                                                             increase in Cosmological Providentialism 
                                                                            natural processes as being ordained & sustained
     

                                                 BUT                                                                                                                                                                                                                            S5

                                                        Science IMPACTS Religion
                                                              K elimination of divine interventions in nature
     

                                                 QUESTION                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              S6

                                                        Why bother with God?

        Impact of New World Discoveries & Rise of Modern Science on Flood Scholarship                        S7

                 Adjusted the Global Flood Theory                                                                                                                                 S8

                        claimed land bridges once existed between the continents & oceans were much smaller

                                Therefore, migration to & from the ark not a problem
   

                        claimed new world animals are transformed old world animals                                                                        S9

                                Limited Form of Evolution

                                       base on seeing “sports” º variant animals 

                                       animals left the ark & changed

                                              natural causes  º  interbreeding, natural mutation & response to climate  

                                Therefore, there were not that many original species 

                                                   no problem to fit them inside the ark
  

                 Local Flood Theory                                                                                                                                                            S10

                        begins as a minority view in mid-1600s & rejects Global Flood
                                flood is limited to a region in the Middle East  º usually Mesopotamia
   

                        References in the Bible to:                                                                                                          S11

                              “all” the earth being flooded = all the area in a small region being flooded

                              “all” humanity & “all” animals being drowned = all humanity & animals in the region

                               flooding of the highest “mountains” =  highest “hills” in the region
    

                        Local Flood solves problems with a Global Flood:                                                                                 S12

                              NO problems with: the source & sink of the flood water

                                                 migration to & from ark

                                                 the size of ark & the great number of species

                              NO need to appeal to miracles

                                     K a distaste developing for ‘easy answer’ God-of-the-gaps interventions                                                            S13
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                 Niels Steensen & Principle of Superposition   (1638-1686)                                                                                              S2

                        studied shark teeth                                                                                                                                                               S3-4 H26

                              PATTERN observed:                                                                                                                                                                                              S5

                                       specific shark teeth appeared in specific layers of rock
   

                              PROCESS proposed: 

                                       teeth were laid down at different times on the sea floor

                                       the sea floor later rose to become dry land

                                       lifted by subterranean gases  º movement of land with volcanoes & earthquakes 
    

                        PRINCIPLE OF SUPERPOSITION                                                                                                                        S6

                              foundational concept of geology     

                                  C rock strata are historical documents

                                  C lowest layer is the oldest & highest is the youngest
    

                              BUT Steensen still believed in global flood & young earth
                                        his work hardly noticed

                 Global Flood Theories                                                                                                                                                              S7

                        12.  “Captivated by the new understanding of the world developed by Galileo, Kepler, 

                                 and later Newton, scholars expanded their understanding of the course of creation

                                 and the flood in terms of an intricate machine-like earth, attributing its motion,

                                 behaviour, and history to mechanical action among discrete particles. The results 

                                 of their new learning turned up in numerous global deluge [flood] theories 

                                 published during the late 17  and early 18  centuries. During this period, the th th

                                 flood was at the center of mainstream theoretical earth science in Europe.”  
                                                                                                                                                               Young, Biblical Flood, 66

                                           COMMENTS:                                                                                                                                       S8

                                                 C scientific mindset applied to understanding the earth

                                                          shift occurs from debates over size of ark, animal migration, etc to 

                                                           the geological effects of a  global flood 
   

                                                 C Global Flood = Paradigm of Geology = science-of-the-day
   

                                                 C Noah’s Flood Account (Gen 6-9) real event                                                                                S9

                                                           still accepted historical & scientific concordism

                                                                  K but only a dim outline
  

                                                 C Historical Pattern                                                                                                                                  S10

                                                          scientific mindset starts with astronomy & now applied to geology

                                                                   QUESTION: will biology be next?
                                                   
      CONCLUSION: The Early Modern Period & the Flood                                                                               S11

           1. majority viewed the biblical flood as a REAL historical & global event
                   only a few accepted a local flood
   

           2. Science IMPACTS Religion                                                                                                                 S12

                   Divine Action º decrease in God-of-the-Gaps divine interventions 

                   Biblical Interpretation º decrease in strict literalism
     

                          QUESTIONS                                                                                                                                                                    S13

                                 is the scientific mindset like a virus?  

                                      will it “infect” all of your thinking? 

                                             K does it extend to the resurrection of Jesus & his miracles?   

                                                         how do you control it?  hermeneutics?
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  C.  THE BEGINNING OF GEOLOGY   (1750-1825)                                                                                                 S2

         Geomorphology & Stratigraphy                                                                                                                              S3

              started to map the earth & categorize different strata (layers in the crust of the earth)

        1. primary: non-stratified rocks

        2. secondary: stratified rocks

        3. tertiary: sand, clay, gravel  

                PATTERN observed:                                                                                                                                                       S4

                       C strata did not reflect Specific Gravity

                               some heavier objects were above lighter ones

                                    GLOBAL FLOOD PREDICTION: 

                                          heavy objects should be at the bottom of strata
   

                       C consistent order of strata

                               1000s of feet thick & 10s to 100s of miles wide

                                     GLOBAL FLOOD PREDICTION: 

                                          a haphazard pattern should appear

                PROCESS proposed:                                                                            

                       James Hutton & Principle of Actualism   (1726-1797)                                                                                                       S5

                               C strata were deposited in seabeds by erosion                                                                                 S6 H25

                                     straight lines of strata indicate they were laid down in water
   

                               C heat & pressure from below SLOWLY raise the strata to become dry land

                                     mechanism based on the experience of earthquakes & volcanoes:

                                               the raising & lowering of land

                                                    K explanation for marine fossils on mountains
   

                                Therefore: a great amount of time was needed
  

                               PRINCIPLE OF ACTUALISM                                                                                                            S7

                                      foundational concept of geology

                                             the earth’s past is explained through the processes observed on earth today
   

                                             Retrojection:

                                                    taking present evidence & casting it back in time to reconstruct the past   

                                                           CSI type of thinking

         The End of Global Flood Theories                                                                                                                                        S8

               geomorphology & stratigraphy proved that it was impossible for a 1 yr global flood to lay down 

               all the layers in the crust of the earth
  

                       13.  “By the beginning of the 19  century, the interpretation of geological strata hadth

                         changed radically. Virtually no established geologist thought that the thick sequences 

                         of stratified sedimentary rocks so evident in quarries, cliffs, and mountains had 

                         anything to do with the flood.”                                                                                        Young, 98
   

                                      COMMENTS:                                                                                                         
                                             BUT not the end of the Flood
                                                   unexplainable surface features:

                                           1. wide U-shaped valleys with only small rivers                                                            S9

                                               2. “erratic” boulders (even perched up)                                                                             S10

                                           3. gravel beds without rivers anywhere near them                                                                                  S11
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         Catastrophism                                                                                                                                                                                S2

               DEF: multiple catastrophic water events that caused surface features
                         Noah’s Flood was often seen as the last catastrophic event
                               mainstream geology in Europe & North America in late 18  & early 19  centuries th th

   

                                     COMMENTS:                                                                                   
                                           an argument from ignorance
                                               IF one can’t explain something,  
                                                      THEN one appeals to miracles
  

               The End of Catastrophism                                                                                                                                S3

                        classic example of the problem with God-of-the-Gaps

                               scientific (geological) knowledge closes the gaps

                                     K the “gap” was a knowledge gap
  

                         Natural Explanations for Catastrophic Flood Effects (above)                                             
                                Theory of Glaciation
                                       1. wide U-shaped valleys with small rivers  º carved by glaciers                                                                       S4

                                                  evidence: sides of mountains with scraped & polished surfaces                                                             S5

                                       2. “erratic” boulders º broke away from mountains & carried by glaciers                                                   S6
   

                                 Earth extremely old & changes radically over time                                                                                                      S7

                                       3. gravel beds without rivers
                                                   rivers had disappeared long ago                 
  

                        Catastrophism ends by around 1825                                                                                                         S8

                              Adam Sedgwick   (1785-1873)      
                                    Cambridge University geologist º HUGE impact on Darwin 
                                    Ordained Anglican minister
                                    President of the Geological Society 
 

                               Recantation of Catastrophism on retiring from the presidency in 1831:                                 S9

                   14.  “There is, I think, one great negative conclusion now incontestably established;

                                          that the vast masses of diluvial [flood] gravel, scattered almost over the surface

                                          of the earth, do not belong to one violent [catastrophic] & transitory period.

                                          It was indeed a most unwarranted conclusion, when we assumed the

                                          contemporaneity of all  the superficial gravel on the earth.

                                          We saw the clearest traces of diluvial actions, and we had, in our sacred                                 S10

                                              histories, the record of a general deluge [Noah’s Flood]. On this double

                                          testimony it was, that we gave a unity to a vast succession of phaenomena,

                                          not one of which we perfectly comprehended, and under the name

                                          ‘diluvium,’ classed them all together...

                                          Our errors were, however, natural, and of the same kind which led many                        S11

                                          excellent observers of a former century [1700s] to refer all the secondary

                                          formations [ie stratified rocks] of geology to the Noachian deluge. Having

                                          been myself a believer, and, to the best of my power, a propagator of what 

                                          I now regard as a philosophic [ie, natural philosophy or scientific] heresy, 

                                          and having more than once been quoted for opinions I do not now maintain, 

                                          I think it right, as one of my last acts before I quit this Chair, thus publicly to

                                          read my recantation.

                                                                                            A Sedgwick, “Presidential Address,”  Proceedings of the Geological     
                                                                                                                               Society of London 20 (18 February 1831), 31 
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                                                 COMMENTS:                                                                                                      S2

                                                      Scientific & Historical Concordism were part of scholarship
  

                                                         Two Divine Books  º “double testimony”
                                                              Nature:
                                                                   “clearest traces of diluvial actions”
                                                              Scripture:
                                                                   “we had, in our sacred histories, the record of a general deluge”
    

                                                              BUT 
                                                                      CONCORDIST approach to the Two Divine Books
     

                                                       QUESTION                                                                                                              S3

                                                              is there a NON-CONCORDIST approach to the Two Books?

                                                                     K a hermeneutic for the Biblical Flood Account (Gen 6-9)

                                                                           that does not look for scientific & historical facts?

      CONCLUSION: The Beginning of Geology                                                                                                                       S4

           1. Science IMPACTS Religion
                    around 1700:
                          geologists believed that the global flood explained all stratified rocks
                    by 1825:
                          global flood had NO place in geology
  

                               QUESTION                                                                                                                                                                                            S5

                                    is this an example of science destroying of religion? 
                                        OR
                                    is this a call to re-evaluate the hermeneutics of Biblical Flood Account (Gen 6-9)?   

   

           2. Age of earth is very old (millions of years)                                                                                                                   S6

                    great amount of time needed for stratification
   

           3. Geology is starting to separate away from theology                                                                                      S7

                     scientific & historical concordism with Biblical Flood Account is starting to break down

  
  D.  19  CENTURY MODERN GEOLOGY   (1825-1900)                                                                                                             S8TH

         Charles Lyell & the Principle of Uniformitarianism   (1797-1875)                                                          S9

            considered the father of modern geology  

                  Principles of Geology  3 vols (1830-1833)

                            Darwin boarded HMS Beagle in 1831 with Volume 1 

                                   HUGE IMPACT on Darwin
   

            Recycles Hutton’s Principle of Actualism (with a subtle qualification)                                           S10

                   PRINCIPLE OF UNIFORMITARIANISM

                          explaining the earth’s past through the processes observed on earth today using the

                          same forces & same intensities
  

            NOTE: Lyell was a deist & an ANTI-EVOLUTIONIST!!!                                                                                                                               S11

                              Darwin was scared to tell him about the theory of evolution

         Geological Mapping & Column                                                                                                                      S12 H26

                 quite refined by 1850
                      basic outline we have today 
                              NB  º before Origin of Species (1859)
                                          geological map put together by ANTI-EVOLUTIONISTS!!!
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                 Features of Geological Column                                                                                                                                        S2

                      C sequential order of the strata        

                              across Europe
                                     some layers might be missing  º BUT the layers are never out of sequence
    

                              GLOBAL FLOOD PREDICTION:
                                     strata should be very asymmetrical & haphazard
  

                      C distinctive fossils appear in each strata                                                                                                                                                S3

                              termed “Index Fossils”
                                     eg dinosaurs are never found in rock layers with humans
    

                              GLOBAL FLOOD PREDICTION:  
                                     mixing of fossils
                                            eg, dinosaurs & humans should be found in SAME strata
    

                      C fossils appear in a progressive pattern                                                                                                          S4

                              from simple organisms in lower strata  º to more complex organisms in higher strata
                                     BUT
                                            no gradual change in organisms was noticed (at that time)
                                                   Therefore:                                                                                                             
                                                          most scientists believed in divine interventions for creation of life
                                                                Progressive Creation  º  Science-of-the-Day  

                                                                       K most scientists were ANTI-EVOLUTIONISTS                   

         Professionalization of Geology                                                                                                                                 S5

                 specialized journals, societies, university departments, etc.
                        produces a Fragmentation of Knowledge
                                                   splits academic geological scientists & common amateurs

         Theological Responses to 19  Century Geology                                                                                                             S6th

                 two basic responses:
                       (1)  anti-geologists: untrained amateurs
                       (2)  harmonisers: professional geologists  

                 1. ANTI-GEOLOGISTS                                                                                                                                                 S7

                           1  part of 1800sst

                            defend a global flood & a young earth
                            most were NOT scientists
                                  BUT self-appointed “scientists”
    

                            ARGUMENTS:                                                                                                                                    S8

                      C Ad Hominem Arguments   (Latin: against the human)
                               spiritual: professional geologists practised “infidel science”

                               intellectual: professional geologists were incompetent
    

                      C Science Ignores the Possibility of a Global Flood Argument                                                 S9

                               BUT they do not appreciate history of geology
                                                    150 years earlier the global flood was the geology-of-the-day 
                                                            K IT FAILED  
    

                      C Appearance of Age Argument                                                                                              S10

                               God created world to look old
                                                    BUT an admission of age!!! 
   

                      COMMENTS:
                                            all these arguments are used by Young Earth Creationists today
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                 2. HARMONIZERS                                                                                                                                          S2

                           last 2/3s of 1800s

                           many of the best geologists of the day

                           last chapters of their geology books often have a theological chapter

                           accepted scientific concordism & tried to align (harmonize) Geology & Gen 1
  

                           Gap Theory                                                                                                                                                        S3

                                  minority position
                                  millions of years of geological time put in “gap” between Gen 1:1 & 1:3  
  

                                         Gen 1:1  INITIAL CREATION                                                                                                                 S4

                                                            “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth” 
       

                                         Gen 1:2  DETERIORATION OF THE EARTH 

                                                            “The earth BECAME formless and empty ...”

                                                                   Hebrew language allows for translation “became”

                                                                        a gap or period of millions of years long 
   

                                         Gen 1:3  SECOND CREATION     

                                                            “God said, ‘Let there be light.’

                                                                   re-creation of the world in 6 literal days
  

                                         Global Flood  º only caused surface effects
  

                           Day-Age Theory     aka Progressive Creation                                                                                         S5

                                  majority position
                                  days of Gen 1 = geological periods millions of years long

                                          both Gen 1 & the fossil record have:

                                                   living organisms appear from simple to more complex

                                                          God created plants & animals progressively & intervened at different 

                                                          points over million of years

                                                                 WHY?   

                                                                       fossil record sparse & transitory fossils not yet discovered 

                                         Local Flood º Mesopotamian Plain
                                                                   between Tigris & Euphrates Rivers 
    

                                                EG  James Dana (1813-1895)                                                                                                               S6-7 H26

                                                               by the end of the 1800s harmonisation dies out
                                                                      geology books no longer have a religious final chapter

      CONCLUSION: 19  Century Modern Geology                                                                                                  S8th

           1. Science IMPACTS Religion        
                     Divine Action                                                                                                                                                      

                           No God-of-gaps in Geology
                                  WHY?  
                                         natural processes can explain all the features in the earth’s crust
    

                     Biblical Interpretation                                                                                                                                        S9

                           No Gap Theory before 1800s
                                  WHY?  
                                         the exceedingly old age of the earth was only established in 1800s
   

                           No Day Age Theory before 1800s
                                  WHY?  
                                         the geological column was only established in the 1800s
  

           2. By the 20  century, Geology is completely free from Religion & the Biblical Flood                                                           S10th
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IV. CONCLUSION: BRIEF HISTORY OF GEOLOGY & THE BIBLICAL FLOOD                                                 S2

           See Summary Chart in handouts page 27                                                                                 S3-4 H27
   

1.  Science IMPACTS Religion                                                                                                                                                    S5
   

        C Geology shifted the understanding of God’s action in the world                    

                 Interventionism º Providentialism º None  (Graph A)                                                                        S6 H27

                 God-of-the-Gaps FAILS

                            K discovery of natural processes explains the formation of the earth
    

        C Geology shifted the interpretation of the Biblical Flood Account (Gen 6-9)                                                                                     S7

                 Global Flood  º Local Flood º NO Flood  (Graph B)                                                                                                                        S8 H27

                 Scientific & Historical Concordism FAIL

                            K Biblical Flood does not align with geological data

  

2.  Christian geologists tried their best to align geology & the Biblical Flood Account                                                                      S9

        Geology was not an anti-God movement º a majority of geologists were Christians

                 BUT they discovered that Scientific & Historical Concordism FAIL

  

3.  THE QUESTION: Did Geology DAMAGE Religion?  Answer: Yes & No                                                              S10
          

        YES                                                                                                                                                                                                                  S11

                 if one accepts common CONCORDIST hermeneutics    

                      assumes the Biblical Flood Account features Scientific & Historical Concordism 

                              EG 60% Americans believe in Global Flood
   

        NO                                                                                                                                                                                          S12

                 if one accepts academic NON-CONCORDIST hermeneutics                 

                      science improves biblical interpretation 

                           EG Sir Francis Bacon                                                                                                                                                                                  S13

                                          “the latter [science] is a key unto the former [Scripture]”  Prin #11 H78

                                     Galileo                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              S14

                                          “physical conclusions [are] appropriate aids to the correct interpretation of

                                            Scripture”  Q11 N107 
  

                           C science assists to identify incidental ancient features in the Bible                                                                                                                                                  S15

                                    EG modern astronomy reveals: there is no 3-tier universe                                                                    S16 H6

                                                                                       astronomy in Scripture is ancient

                                                                                       scientific concordism NOT possible
  

                                    Modern Geology reveals: there never was a global flood                                                                                                                                                                        S17

                                                                               scientific & historical concordism NOT possible

                                        geology improves interpretation of the biblical flood account  (Graph C)    S18 H27

                                                  K biblical flood account must have incidental ancient features

                                                             in the next subsection we will identify some of these features
  

                            C science focusses our attention to the Messages of Faith                                                                S19
  

         NO                                                                                                                                                                                    S20

                 geology improves the Intelligent Design Argument  (Graph D)                                                                                                       S21 H27

                      The Rare Earth Theory by Peter Ward & Donald Brownlee                                                                                  S22

                              “just right” geological features for life to exist on earth  º some listed in SQ 6
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V.  WHAT ABOUT NOAH’S FLOOD?                                                                                                                                                S2
  

  1. Global Flood Theory                                                                                                                                                                              S3

          Position of Young Earth Creation
 

          Date of Flood:  2344 BC/E

                                          determined by adding up biblical genealogies

                                          date of creation: 4000 BC/E

                                          period from creation to flood: 1656 yrs (Gen 5 genealogy)
   

           EG John Whitcomb & Henry Morris, The Genesis Flood (1961)                                                                                                                    S4

                        K this book launched the modern Young Earth Creationist movement

       ARGUMENTS FOR A GLOBAL FLOOD                                                                                                                                   S5

            C natural, common sense & traditional (1500 yrs) interpretation of biblical flood account

            C intention of the human authors

            C 300+ flood accounts throughout the world                                                                                                                        S6 H28

                   evidence for a worldwide flood & it was remembered by those in the ark and then passed on 

                   through their descendants who repopulated the entire world

       ARGUMENTS AGAINST A GLOBAL FLOOD                                                                                                                         S7

            C History of Geology & Biblical Flood

                    global flood was the central paradigm of geology around 1700

                          BUT as geological evidence increased it did not support a global flood

                                    K a majority of geologists were Christians

                                             NOT a conspiracy against religion
  

            C Size of the Ark                                                                                                                                                       S8

                    not enough room in ark for pairs of all species & their food for 1 year

                          dimensions of ark:                                                                                                                                           S9

                                 length: a little longer than a football field 

                                 width: inside the numbers on the field

                                 height: 15 ft above the goal posts
  

                    EG  Brachiosaurs                                                                                                                                          S10

                                 90 ft long, 20 ft tall at the shoulder, 50 tons

                                 250 lbs of plant matter for food each day  
  

                                 30 species º room for 60 (males & females) on the ark? 

                                                       food for 1 year?
  

            C Archeological & Historical Records                                                                                                             S11

                    nations living throughout the world prior to the 2344 BC/E flood date

                          NO evidence they were completely wiped out

                          NO evidence of a Global Flood Layer between ancient nations & recent nations
  

            C Geological Record                                                                                                                                  S12-16 H52

                   NO evidence of a Global Flood Layer

                           Fossil Pattern Prediction of a global flood does not align with the fossil record

                   a worldwide flood should cause the mixing of all creatures
                           EG humans & dinosaurs bones should be found together in the geological record
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 2. Local Flood Theory                                                                                                                                                  S2

          Position of Progressive Creation

                    flood was limited to the Mesopotamian Flood Plain between the Tigris & Euphrates Rivers

                   “all” the earth being flooded = all the earth in a local region

                    flood water above the “highest” mountains  =  highest hills in local region

                            Hebrew word har can mean either a mountain or a hill

           EG Hugh Ross, Navigating Genesis: A Scientist’s Journey through Genesis 1-11 (2014)                                                S3

       ARGUMENTS FOR A LOCAL FLOOD                                                                                                                                                               S4

            C Harmonizes Scripture & Science 

                     concordist hermeneutics is intuitively satisfying for many Christians

                             K concordism is natural & reflects our epistemological category of correspondence

               
            C Geological Evidence for Local Floods in the Southern Mesopotamian Flood Plain                                                                                                              S5

                     one of the flattest places on earth                                                                                                                                                     S6 H28

                            40,000 sq miles & less than 150 ft of vertical elevation  

                     numerous layers of flood sediment between Tigris & Euphrates Rivers                                                           S7 H28

                           many of these layers are between archaeological sites of habitation indicating that
                           local floods have completely destroyed villages/towns:
                                   Ur (12 feet thick)
                                   Uruk (5)
                                   Shuruppak (2)
                                   Kish (1)
                                   Lagash (1)
   

                           radiometric dating of sediments not far from literal biblical dates: 3500-2500 BC/E
                                    K one massive flood sediment dated to 2800 BC/E

       ARGUMENTS AGAINST A LOCAL FLOOD                                                                                                                                                                      S8

            C Why Build an Ark?
      

                    15.  “Rain fell on earth for forty days and forty nights ... For forty days the flood kept

                             coming on the earth.”                                                                                 Gen 7:12, 17
 

                                     COMMENT:

                                           IF a local flood takes 40 days to cover hills in the Mesopotamia,

                                                THEN, why bother with building an ark?

                                                                K GO TO HIGHER GROUND!!!
   

            C Identification of Mountains Covered in the Biblical Flood account                                                                                                                                                                                                          S9
   

                    16.  “For forty days the flood kept coming on the earth they lifted the ark high above the

                             earth ... They rose greatly on the earth, and all the high mountains under the entire

                             heavens were cover. The waters rose and covered the mountains to a depth of more

                             than twenty feet ... The ark came to rest on the mountains of Ararat. The waters

                             continued to recede until ... tops of the mountains became visible.”   Gen 7:17, 19; 8:3-5
  

                                     COMMENT:

                                           Ararat Mountains are like the Rockies (12-16,000 feet)

                                                Therefore: NOT hills in the Mesopotamian flood plain

                                                                           biblical flood is NOT local  º but worldwide
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 3. Re-Cycled & Re-Interpreted Flood Motif Theory                                                                                    S2

          Position held by a majority of Old Testament scholars
  

          QUESTIONS                                                                                                                                                                                                S3

                C where do civilizations first appear?   
                        ANSWER: on the banks of rivers
                                                 EG Mesopotamia (Tigris & Euphrates) Egypt (Nile)
   

                C what do these rivers do? 
                        ANSWER: often flood their banks 
                                            deposit sediment rich with nutrients for agriculture
   

                C how would a flood that destroyed a community be perceived by ancient people?                                                 S4

                        ANSWER: judgment of God/s
   

                        EG: how are destructive storms, thunder, and lightning perceived by ancient people?

                                    ANSWER:  divine interventions from an upset God/s just overhead
     

          MORE QUESTIONS                                                                                                                                               S5

                C what would happen if ancient people experienced a flood that destroyed their community?

                        ANSWER 1:  survivors would tell flood stories & interpret the event

                                                   EG survivor stories of 2004 Tsunami

                                                              many theological interpretations  º God saved their life
   

                        ANSWER 2: stories would become part of the Oral Tradition of the community
                                                   K history-of-the-day 

                  C how would a worldwide flood be interpreted by the Hebrews?                                                                     S6

                        ANSWER 1:  a releasing of water from the heavenly sea of the “waters above”
  

                                 17.  On the first day of Noah’s flood: 

                                              “the floodgates [literally: windows] of the heavens were opened.”  Gen 7:11

                                                        ie, gates/windows in the firmament
    

                        ANSWER 2: return to pre-creative state in Gen 1:2 & reversing of 2  Day of Creation                  S7nd

                                              when God separated waters above & waters below                                                    H6

                                                   K DE-CREATION EVENT
          

          CONCLUSION:                                                                                                                                                                                                      S8

                flood accounts have REAL HISTORICAL events behind them of:
                      (1) an actual destructive flood

                      (2) actual people who survived & told their story & INTERPRETATION of the event

  A.  ARCHEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL EVIDENCE                                                                                    S9

             Flood Accounts across the World                                                                                                                                            S10 H28

                  300+ accounts in regions susceptible to flooding                                                                                                                                   S11 H28 

                            EG rivers, tsunamis, flash floods near mountain ranges
  

                  Therefore, flood accounts are:
                           NOT accounts of Noah’s flood passed down through Noah’s three sons

                                    BUT originate from the common experience of flood events throughout the world
   

             Flood Accounts in Ancient Mesopotamia                                                                                                  S12

                  1. Sumerian Flood (2000-1700 BC/E)*

                  2. Flood Tablet (1900-1700 BC/E) 

                  3. Epic of Atrahasis (1700 BC/E)*

                  4. Epic of Gilgamesh (1600 BC/E)*     

                             *the flood hero comes from Shuruppak                                                                                            S13
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             SIMILARITIES between Mesopotamian Flood Accounts & Biblical Flood Account:                               S2

                    reason for destroying the world with a flood                                                                                                                                       S3 H29

                    warning to build a boat & its construction by the flood hero

                    flood destroys all life on earth

                    preservation of the hero, his family & animals in the boat

                    hero sacrifices to God/s, who smell/s the offering

                    use of stylistic numbers 7 & 60

             SIMILARITIES more striking between Epic of Gilgamesh & Biblical Flood Account:                        S4 H29

                    boat lands on a mountain after the flood                                                                     

                    dove & raven used to determine if the earth is dry

                    7 day periods for the bird reconnaissance                                                                                                        S5 H30-32

                     THE QUESTION                                                                                                                                      S6

                           too many similarities to be coincidental, who borrowed from who?

                                    (1) Mesopotamians borrowed from Hebrews

                                                   OR
                                    (2) Hebrews borrowed from Mesopotamians

                       (1) MESOPOTAMIANS BORROWED FROM HEBREWS                                                                                      S7

                                  position of Christian tradition & Young Earth Creation
  

                                  ASSUMPTIONS: 
                                         #1 global flood required so oral account of flood can descend thru Noah’s sons

                                                   BUT º NO scientific evidence for a global flood                
  

                                         #2 major civilization (Mesopotamia) would inherit an account from a small                      S8

                                              insignificant tribe (Hebrews) & then make it a major part of their history

                                                   BUT º seems doubtful

                                                            EG when Europeans came to North America did they incorporate

                                                                   the oral traditions of indigenous people in their view of history?
   

                       (2) HEBREWS BORROWED FROM MESOPOTAMIANS                                                                             S9

                                  position of many Old Testament scholars
   

                                  ARCHEOLOGICAL & HISTORICAL EVIDENCE:

                                         C Mesopotamians pre-date the Hebrews by over 2000 years!

                                                  1  city (Uruk) population 10,000+  º 3500 BC/Est

                                                  1  archeological evidence of Hebrews º 1200 BC/E (Merneptah Stele)st

   

                                         C Mesopotamian flood accounts pre-date (2000-1600 BC/E) the Biblical                             S10

                                             Flood Account (composed between 1000 to 500 BC/E; see below)
   

                                  ASSUMPTIONS:                                                                                                                              S11

                                         #1 Hebrews borrowed the Flood Motif from Mesopotamians
   

                                         #2 under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit they replaced the pagan theology 

                                            with their Spiritual Truths

                                         #3 Flood Motif is an incidental vessel that transports Messages of Faith
   

                                  NB NB NB                                                                                                                                                                   S12

                                         re-cycling & re-interpreting accounts was common in ancient Near East (ANE)

                                                 EG Babylonian creation account Enuma Elish

                                                             Assyrians replaced Babylonian god Marduk with their god Assur
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 B.  ORIGIN OF THE BIBLICAL FLOOD ACCOUNT (GEN 6-9)                                                                                                     S2
  

             (1) Real Destructive Floods & Real Flood Survivors                                                                                      S3

                        floods actually happened in Mesopotamia between Tigris & Euphrates Rivers

                               Evidence: numerous flood deposits   

                        some people survive to tell their story

                               these stories become part of the Oral Traditions (oral history) of the community  

             (2) Ancient Historiography     Greek historia “history”  graphô “to write”                                                                                    S4

                        DEF: the writing of history by ancient people

                                  ancient understanding of history º history-of-the-day (like the science-of-the-day) 

                                                K history is viewed from an ancient phenomenological perspective  
              

                                   In writing the history of their community, the Mesopotamians included flood

                                   stories drawn from their Oral Traditions

                                              major destructive floods would have been an important part of their history
   

                        NOTE: ALL histories, both ancient & modern, include metaphysical interpretations                          S5

                                                  the historical reality of a great flood/s in Mesopotamia was interpreted

                                                  through their pagan theology
  

             (3) Hebrews Appear LATE in ANE & Inherit the Flood Motif                                                                           S6

                        most likely in an ORAL form

                        worldwide flood is part of the history-of-the-day in ANE
  

             (4) Hebrews RE-CYCLE & RE-INTERPRET the Flood Motif                                                        S7

                        under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit the Hebrews remove:                                                               S8 H29

                              C the multiple gods of the Mesopotamians 

                                     K replace them with the one holy God of the Hebrews

                              C the reason of Mesopotamian flood º gods couldn’t sleep because humans too noisy!

                                     K replace with the reason for biblical flood  º widespread human sin
   

                        IF first in an ORAL form,

                              THEN it would have been easy to change & reinterpret
   

                                     EG  Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859)                                                                                          S9

                                                 most Christians have never read it

                                                        BUT there is an oral tradition in churches that it is an atheistic book

                                                                  Main Motif:  

                                                                          remains intact º biological evolution

                                                                  Metaphysics (Theology): 

                                                                          changes from deism º atheism
 

             (5) Hebrews Become Literate & Write TWO Flood Accounts                                                                             S10

                        archeological evidence for Hebrew literacy roughly about 1200 BC/E

                               1  account around 1000 BC/E        st

                                       termed:  Jahwist (J) Flood Account
   

                               2  account around 500 BC/E nd

                                       termed:  Priestly (P) Flood Account
   

             (6) Redactor (Editor) Puts J & P Flood Accounts Together to Form Genesis 6-9                                                                                         S11

                        roughly around 500 BC/E
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 C.  EVIDENCE FOR TWO SOURCES IN BIBLICAL FLOOD ACCOUNT (GEN 6-9)                                                                             S2

           EG conflicts in creation events between Gen 1 & 2                                                                                                                                            S3 Notes 50

                 SOLUTION:  Gen 1: Priestly (P) Creation Account

                                        Gen 2: Jahwist (J) Creation Account
  

                 BUT biblical flood account it is more complicated than juxtaposing two accounts                                              S4-5 H33

                          Redactor intertwined P & J verses  º P verse, then J verse, then P verse, then J verse, etc
   

             C Event Conflicts                                                                                                                                            S6 H34

                        two different divine orders to load the animals

                                 EG take: “two of every kind of bird”

                                                “seven of every kind of bird”

                        two different accounts of entering the ark & the beginning of flood

                                 EG enter ark & the flood starts: 7 days later

                                                                                     the same day
  

             C Chronology Conflicts                                                                                                                                      S7 H34

                        dates of Noah’s age & period of days for events do not align

                                 EG from the start of the flood to the landing on Ararat Mountains

                                            using Noah’s age: 150 days

                                            using days mentioned for events: 340 days   
  

             C Coherence of the J & P Flood Accounts                                                                        S8 H35 (J) H37-38 (P)

                        REASSEMBLED J & P accounts stand on their own & make perfect sense

                                 NB: a chiasm appears in the P flood account                                            S9 H37-38 (P) & H47
   

             C Distinct Linguistic Features in the J Flood Account                                                                                                                                     S10 H36

                        J author º Divine name “Lord” (Yahweh)

                                 phrase “never again will I repeat to . . .” (2X)

                                 stylistic numbers 7 & 40
 

             C Distinct Linguistic Features in the P Flood Account                                                                                                                                                                                                          S11 H39

                        P author º Divine name “God” (’Elôhîm)   

                                 “covenant” (9X)

                                 stylistic number 5
   

             C Similar Linguistic Features in the J Flood & J Creation (Gen 2) Accounts                                                 S12 H36 (J) 

                        an indication both were written by the same author

                        notable terms that are similar: Divine name “Lord” (Yahweh)

                                                                          “man/husband” (’ish) & “woman/wife” (’issah)
  

             C Similar Linguistic Features in the P Flood & P Creation (Gen 1) Accounts                                                 S13 H39 (P)

                        an indication both were written by the same author

                        notable terms that are similar: Divine name “God” (’Elôhîm)

                                                                         “male” (zâkâr) & “female” (neqçbah)

                                                                         “according to its/their kind/s”  

                                                                         “Image of God”                                      SUGGESTION  S14
  

           ADVANTAGES OF RECOGNIZING SOURCES IN BIBLICAL FLOOD ACCOUNT                                                                                             S15

                        like the conflicts in Gen 1 & 2 º conflicts in the events of Gen 6-9 are INCIDENTAL

                        conflicts direct our attention away from the events to the Spiritual Truths  

                                K J & P Flood Accounts have the same MESSAGES OF FAITH:

                                            (1) God judges humans for sin & (2) God saves the righteous person
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VI. THE BIG QUESTION: WHO WAS NOAH?                                                                                      S2
  

         ANSWER:  Noah is the creation of re-cycling & theological re-interpreting                              S3
  

                 • there were real Mesopotamian floods & real Mesopotamian flood survivors
   

                 • the Mesopotamians interpret these events in light of their pagan theology
   

                 • they write their flood accounts & focus on one central flood hero 
   

                 • Hebrews RE-CYCLE & RE-INTERPRET the Mesopotamian flood accounts

                          K the Mesopotamian flood hero is MORPHED into the flood hero of the biblical 

                               flood account º Noah

         NB:  Noah is NOT a literary invention or fictional character in an allegory or fictional story                              S4

                      P author, J author & Redactor believed º Noah was a real person 

        Think like the ancient Hebrews                                                                                                                                                    S5

              They would have argued:
                    YES, there really was a worldwide flood, everyone knows that!
                              BUT NO
                                   it was not launched because noisy humans stopped the gods from sleeping
                                          INSTEAD
                                                it was launched by the God of the Hebrews because humans were sinful 
  
                    YES, there really was a man, his family & animals saved in an ark                                                                                               S6

                              BUT NO
                                   it was not the pagan flood heros Ziusudra, or Atrahasis, or Utnaphishtim 
                                          INSTEAD
                                                it was the only righteous man º Noah who was saved by the Hebrew God

         Modern Example of Re-Cycling & Re-Interpreting: Evolutionary Creation                                          S7

              Evolutionary creationists argue:
                    YES, living organisms originated through biological evolution, every biologist knows that!
                              BUT NO
                                   it is not a dysteleological process
                                          INSTEAD
                                                it is a process that was ordained & sustained by God     
         
         The Message-Incident Principle: New Application                                                                                                   S8
   

              MESSAGE OF FAITH                                                                                                                                      S9 H40

                    (1) God judges humans for sin

                    (2) God saves the righteous person

                             Noah º Typological (an example) of a righteous person who obeyed God                                                                        S10
   

              GREAT FLOOD MOTIF                                                                                                                                          S11 H40

                    ancient historiography & based on an ancient phenomenological perspective

                          the history-of-the-day in the ANE

                               an ancient understanding of history

                    used as an incidental vessel to deliver Spiritual Truths

                          the Holy Spirit accommodated & allowed the Mesopotamian flood accounts & their

                          flood hero to be re-cycled & re-interpreted into the biblical flood account & Noah
  

         THE BOTTOM LINE:  The biblical man Noah never existed!                                                           S12-13
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